# Overview of A Family Affair Curriculum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day/Title of Lesson [Lead Author]</th>
<th>Artists/Works Featured</th>
<th>Teaching Strategies Used</th>
<th>Content/Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. *A Family Affair: An Introduction* [Cheryl Ellerbrock] | Renee Cox  
*Family Snaps, 2001* | PPT-guided presentation  
Artist biography  
Family Snaps project  
Gallery walk | Visual analysis  
Class discussion  
Listening  
Creation of original art  
Reading |
| 2. *Exploring Identity* [Sarah Mead] | Kalup Linzy  
*Conversations with de Churen X As Da Art World Might Turn Queen Rose Family Tree, 2014-2015* | PPT-guided presentation  
Artist biography  
Discussion  
Think-Write-Pair-Share  
Video clip  
Exit Ticket  
Small groups | Listening  
Speaking  
Visual analysis  
Writing  
Video/Skit creation |
| 3. *Rust Belt Realities: A history of Braddock, PA through the lens of LaToya Ruby Frazier* [Sarah Mead] | LaToya Ruby Frazier  
Artist biography  
Think-Write-Pair-Share  
Discussion  
Video clip  
Small groups | Listening  
Speaking  
Writing  
Visual analysis  
Creation of original art |
| 4. *What’s in Your Fridge?: Status Symbols and Socioeconomic Status* [Cheryl Ellerbrock] | LaToya Ruby Frazier  
Artist biography  
Video clip  
Stand and Share | Listening  
Speaking  
Writing  
Visual analysis  
Creation of original art |
| 5. *Culture and Family: Past and Present* [Bárbara Cruz] | Deborah Willis & Hank Willis Thomas  
*Sometimes I See Myself In You, 2008 Thomas and Thomas, 2008 From the Words to Live By Series, 1-9, 2008* | PPT-guided presentation  
Artist biographies  
Small group assignment  
Student journal reflection  
Whole class discussion | Research skills  
Speaking  
Listening  
Writing  
Visual analysis  
Critical thinking |
| 6. *Picturing Families and Communities* [Bárbara Cruz] | Corine Vermeulen  
Artist biography | Research skills  
Speaking  
Listening  
Creative writing  
Visual analysis  
Reading  
Comparing & contrasting  
Writing |
| 7. *Student-Created Art Project & School or Classroom Display* [Bárbara Cruz] | | Creation of original art  
Creation of school or classroom display |